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which will let the engine turn full throttle in level flight without overspeeding, it is ... peller will screw itself ahead in one full revolution. Thus 5 ft. x 2500 = 12,500 ft. 
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Propellers and Performance By M. B. "Molt" Taylor (EAA 14794) Box 1171 Longview, WA 98632 (Photo by Jack Scholler)



The author, Molt Taylor, right, accepts the George Gruenberger Memorial Award for his literary contributions to SPORT AVIATION from Tony Sabatino, president of Chapter 18, Milwaukee.



± ROBABLY THE MOST important single part of a homebuilt light aircraft is the propeller. However, this unit is often the least appreciated and poorly maintained. It is also one of the least "understood" parts of the airplane despite its apparent mechanical simplicity. Propellers come in all kinds of shapes, materials and sizes. They can vary from the simple one piece forged metal propeller found on most low cost commercial lightplanes to extremely costly and complicated controllable, constant speed and reversible units. The simple one piece wooden propeller commonly found on many "homebuilt" light aircraft is really quite an involved piece of fabrication. Not only must such simple propellers be built of a great variety of wood, but they must also be glued together with selected glues and resins, laminated from selected pieces and carved with due allowance for such things as weight, warpage and



balance. It is easy to see that a propeller must be balanced spanwise to avoid vibration as it is spun by the engine.



by hand others employ various kinds of wood working machinery to assure that the initial "blank" (or glued up set of laminations) is first carved to approximate contour and shape. However, the final finish surfacing and exterior coverings of most wood props are done individually by hand by experienced craftsmen using selected materials and methods which they have developed through years of experience. Such things as the 'tipping' and the pilot holes and driving bolt circle



holes are all subject to the most exacting tolerances and since wood is a material of quite variable structure it is easy to see that even the most exacting workmanship can be spoiled by such things as improper moisture content, poor glue joints, improper drying, etc. Obviously, many things must be considered to get a good propeller. It is also easy to see that the spinning of the propeller by the engine can tend to cause any moisture in the wood to be centrifugally driven out toward the tip of the blades after a period of use, and the necessity of accurate moisture control of the wood throughout its length is obviously essential. Further, it is easy to



Less understood is the fact that a propeller must also



see that merely letting a wood propeller stand on a



be balanced in the fore and aft direction (this is usually referred to as "dynamic" balancing). Otherwise the propeller will tend to "wobble" as it is spun. Further, it is essential that the contours of the blades be carefully matched so that the aerodynamic loads along the blades are balanced and of the same intensity. Otherwise the propeller would tend to have one blade possibly



stored airplane with one blade down for extended periods of time can cause some degrees of moisture travel in the wood and a consequent unbalance. Thus many owners find that their engines seem to run rougher after periods of inactivity when it is really the propeller that causes the vibration. One piece metal propellers are usually made of aluminum forgings. While some special aluminum propellers are made by machining them out of bar stock, these are very costly. Other special one piece metal propellers such as those used on some of the Formula One racers are made by cutting commercial forged propellers down to the desired size. While there are very definite limits, the forged one piece metal propeller can be repitched to



develop more 'pull' or 'thrust' than the other. Since



wooden propellers are usually hand carved it is easy to see that the exacting work required to get all of these considerations incorporated into a truly balanced wood propeller and be able to purchase it at a reasonable price is really quite a problem. While some propeller manufacturers carve each individual propeller strictly 58 MAY 1977



give them more or less pitch than the original forging formed into them. This is of some advantage to the homebuilder since it is rare that the proper pitch and diameter one piece metal propeller is found immediately for installation on a new homebuilt lightplane. While it is possible to modify wood propellers to change their pitch and diameter within small limits, it is very common for the homebuilder to have to try three or four different



propellers before he can find just the right combination of pitch and diameter for his homebuilt airplane. This selection of the proper propeller depends on a great number of things. These are usually considered under two broad classifications, namely cruise propellers and climb propellers. However, the considerations are really a lot more complicated than this. Roughly speaking, a fixed pitch propeller should be selected for final installation on a homebuilt that will turn at the full rated rpm of the engine in level flight at sea level at full throttle. This usually results in optimum performance giving the best possible take off and climb yet still giving the best possible full throttle speed in level flight. Since most of the conventional FAA certificated aircraft engines available for light planes are rated for full throttle continuous operation (at red line rated rpm), this means that the airplane will operate satisfactorily and give the best speed (for rated rpm) within the limits of the engine. The trouble with this generalization lies in the fact that very few airplanes go flying around at sea level much of the time. As a consequence the normal loss of power experienced with flight at altitude becomes a factor in the selection of the proper propeller. It is a well accepted rule of thumb that most commercial lightplane engines can be flown full throttle at altitudes above 6500 feet without exceeding 75% of the engines rated power. However, anyone can see that it is going to be easy to exceed rated engine rpm at altitude if you don't watch out. The biggest trouble with a fixed pitch propeller is that they will not permit the conventional lightplane engine to turn up to rated rpm during climb. Thus, while an aircraft may have a 150 hp engine installed and the propeller may have been selected so that it won't turn more than rated rpm in level flight at sea level, the engine still will not develop more than 60 or 65% of its rated power in the climb, which is right where you would like to have that power. The problem is further complicated by the fact that some of our cleaner (aerodynamically) designs are now incorporating retractable landing gears and are so 'clean' that they just simply run away with the propeller. The result is that if a propeller is selected which has a pitch which is low enough to let the engine turn-up for takeoff, the moment the airplane gets in the air and the landing gear is retracted, the throttle must be greatly reduced to prevent engine overspeeding. If a propeller is selected which will let the engine turn full throttle in level flight without overspeeding, it is then found that the propeller takes such a big bite during initial stages of the takeoff run that the blades are actually stalling. Some propeller literally will carve a hole in the air just like you may have seen with boat propellers, and they are said



and some of the solutions are now appearing. It remains to be seen whether such little propellers (with controllable pitch features) can be built light enough and low cost enough to make them popular. The large propeller manufacturers do not indicate any interest in the relatively low market volume they can see for such little controllable propellers and whether some of the individual experimenters who are working on this problem can overcome the tremendous capital costs of such developments remains to be seen. One area where the potential homebuilder is often led astray in the selection of some particular design that he may want to build is the matter of claims of performance for this or that airplane. Since any of the homebuilt designs are propeller limited to some extent, and since the high performance designs now appearing are usually more propeller limited than some of the older configurations, it is interesting to consider just how fast any particular design might be able to cruise by merely looking at the pitch of the propeller and the engine red line. Thus if the propeller has a 60 inch pitch (five feet) and the engine has a red line of 2500 it is easy to see that if the propeller is 100% efficient (and none of them are) then the fastest the airplane can be pulled ahead with that propeller and engine would be 150 mph (roughly, considering a mile at 5000 feet instead of 5280, but neglecting slippage entirely). The pitch of the propeller is the theoretical amount (in inches) that the propeller will screw itself ahead in one full revolution. Thus 5 ft. x 2500 = 12,500 ft. (2.5 miles) per minute = (60 x 2.5) = 150 mph. From this quick consideration it is easy to see that unless the airplane is flown with the engine turning considerably in excess of the usual recommended approximate 2500-2700 rpm the airplane hasn't a chance of going more than 150 mph — at least at sea level. Altitude performance is something else, of course, and is usually effected as much by winds and other factors as it is by performance claims. This is not to say that some of these designs will not cruise 200 mph. The question is at what rpm and at what altitude. Further, the question really becomes one of "How well



does the airplane take off with a propeller that will give it that sort of cruise?"



badly that the airplane will not even move out of its tracks to taxi. It is obvious that the usual fixed pitch propeller has very definite limitations and a great many of the newer homebuilt designs now appearing are definitely propeller limited. The only solution to this dilemma is the development of controllable pitch propellers for the



From the foregoing it is easy to see that the power of the engine (as related to maximum rated rpm) is going to have a very definite effect on performance. Further, with the increasing regulation of noise it is also obvious that we are going to be seeing some very definite limits on permissible rpm from some of our designs. While a little propeller with a small diameter obviously isn't going to get into the high tip speeds (approaching supersonic velocities) as quickly as the usual six foot diameter propeller found on a 150 hp conventional storebought lightplane, the fact remains that the little engine with its smaller diameter prop not only gets close to 'supersonic' at the tips at around 4000 rpm, but also the relative inefficiency of the smaller diameter propeller results in less thrust per horsepower available. The fixed pitch propeller exhibits another characteristic which is undesirable for light aircraft such as amphibians. This is due to the fact that amphibians must operate literally in two worlds. They must have acceptable performance for takeoff and climb from land as well as from water. As can be seen, in the land configuration an amphibian will easily run along the runway and accelerate to takeoff speed. In the process while the engine may only be capable of turning up to 2300 rpm (less than 65% power) static (on the chocks), it will gradually accelerate up to 2500 rpm in the last stages of the ground run. Thus it may deliver as much as 75%



are numerous designers now working on this problem



after leaving the ground. However, if such an engine



to be 'cavitating'. In this condition they can cavitate so



small engines which power some of these designs. There



of rated power (or slightly more) for the actual climb SPORT AVIATION 59



is installed in an amphibian it is easy to have a condition where it may be so heavily loaded that it sinks down into the water so far that 65% power may not be enough to get the hull up on the step so that the airplane can accelerate. Thus it can never get going fast enough to develop a forward velocity where it can turn up enough to develop 75% power, much less the full rated power stated for the engine. Thus, amphibians



(particularly) need propellers which will let them turn up to full rated power for takeoff right at the very beginning of the water run. Otherwise they may be able to get off the ground, but they will not get off the water (particularly if they are very heavily loaded). This problem is compounded in amphibians by the fact that they must be designed for some particular gross weight. If they are loaded over this design weight they then sink down into the water further and this results in their having to climb over their own bow-wave which can then become just too much to overcome. Since the design gross weight dictates the displacement needed



for the hull (and thus its size) it is easy to see why the



design of amphibians is something that cannot be done easily or quickly, particularly any new or revolutionary design. The writer's Coot design is the result of many years of experiment and development during which many of the factors discussed in this article were investigated. With recent concern about the energy crisis, the high cost of fuel, exorbitant prices for engines, and increasing interest in higher performance homebuilt light airplanes, it is inevitable that more and more homebuilders are going to be turning to more sophistication in the designs of their homebuilt aircraft. This means that we are going to be seeing more applications of geared engines where smaller, lightweight and economical basic engines are going to be used for homebuilts. This means also that things like turbocharging and controllable propellers are going to be increasingly popular, and even necessary. As homebuilts become more sophisticated they will become more useful for practical cross country travel as well as for pure sport flying locally. The writer's experience with the Mini-IMF already indicates increasing interest on the part of potential homebuilders who want something low cost that they can build themselves which will permit them to economically attain cruise speeds in the 150-200 mph range. While this sort of performance might be possible with a 200 hp Lycoming engine, the $7000-$8000 price tag for that sort of powerplane quickly discourages the potential builder. Most of them want to do it with some Volkswagen engine conversion. This is entirely possible, but they are going to have to content themselves with a single place airplane to do it. It also means that they have to resort to such things as turbocharging and controllable propellers which will let them get up to operational altitudes where the turbocharging will give them its potential benefits. There is little use in turbocharging an engine like the VW conversion unless you also equip it with a controllable propeller which will let you take the power out of the engine that it can give at altitude without danger of overspeeding the engine. VW engines will give long and reliable service (even turbocharged at altitude) but they will not do it and run at 4000 rpm. Most knowledgeable VW specialists recommend that their conversions not be run much over 3200-3400 rpm continuously. The excellent service the writer has obtained from the Limbach VW engine installed in the Mini-IMP prototype is a good example of these limitations proving effective. With controllable propellers now offering practical solutions to getting more power and better performance from the smaller engines in homebuilts, we are finding 60 MAY 1977



that a great many of the potential builders who contact us indicate that they have had absolutely no previous experience with these more sophisticated propellerengine systems, and they are usually very anxious to



find out more about them. It really isn't all that complicated and we will attempt to give a few pointers on things to be considered in this regard. As most everyone knows, the horsepower developed by an engine is directly related to the pressures developed within the engine and the speeds at which the engine is run. Since aircraft propellers will not operate with very good efficiency at speeds much in excess of 3000 rpm (for small planes) and since 3000 rpm is relatively slow speed for running usual gasoline engines, it has been necessary for aircraft engine designers in the past to increase the power of their engines by going to more and more displacement. Thus we see a 200 cubic inch 100 hp airplane engine (0-200) or a 360 cubic inch 180 hp airplane engine. The reason the horsepower goes up faster than the actual displacement in this case has to do with the fact that the 0-200 is a low compression engine whereas the 0-360 engine is a high compression engine (witness the 0-320 at only 150 hp with its low compression). However, more displacement means higher fuel consumption. On the other hand the automobile (and motorcycle) engine builders have gone to faster and faster running engines to get more horsepower. There is the popular idea that you can get more horsepower out of an engine by supercharging or turbocharging it. This is true if you merely let the engine turn up to higher speeds and to some extent small power increases can be obtained by increasing the boost or manifold pressure and retaining the same engine speeds. However, in most engine modifications it is not desirable to raise the pressure within the engine to any great extent since the engines were not designed for such higher internal pressures. With small airplane engines (where they were originally designed as light as possible to start with) most turbo installations merely 'maintain' sea level manifold pressures at altitude in order to give the benefits of turbocharging. While some aircraft engines such as those used in unlimited racing are boosted with manifold pressure up to over 100 inches of mercury, these engines are not noted for their long lifespan. Since propeller speed definitely limits the rpm at which an engine can be run when it is hooked up to a propeller and since most propellers will not operate efficiently above 3000 rpm, it is easy to see that even if an engine can be modified to give more power there must be some way to absorb that power into the propeller and this, of course, is where we come to the use of controllable propellers and their ability to change the pitch of the propeller blades to give them higher angles of attack. However, propeller blades have the same sort of limits on their angle of attack as the wing of an airplane and like a wing the blades can be stalled. However, propeller designers usually install pitch angle limit stops so that the propeller blade cannot be stalled in normal operations. This limit stop must, of course, be exceeded if the propeller is of the feathering type where the blade angle can be increased up to the point where the blades have no angle to the airstream. Such propellers must, of course, also have low pitch stops built into them. Most controllable propellers are designed so that oil pressure is used to change the pitch in one direction and aerodynamic forces on the blades (plus centrifugal force operating on counterweights) are used to move the blades in the opposite direction. Usually the aerodynamic forces and weights are used to bring the propeller blades to the low angle of attack or low pitch position so that loss of oil pressure will not result in complete loss of thrust.



There are numerous types of controllable propellers (even of the oil controlled types); some of them are even electrically operated or air operated and some are even mechanically operated such as the older Beech-Roby units



often found on older lightplanes. These propellers were operated by means of a little hand crank in the cockpit



which let the pilot change the pitch manually as desired. Thus he can crank the propeller in the proper direction to give low pitch for takeoff (which lets the engine turn up closer to rated red line rpm) or he can crank in more pitch after he gets to altitude so that he can increase the manifold pressure (with the throttle) up to rated cruise power (at rated cruise rpm). These propellers still act like fixed pitch propellers and will let the engine speed up if the aircraft is dived, or make the engine slow down if the nose is pulled up to a climb (without changing throttle position). However, the most common (and desirable) type of controllable propeller is the so called constant speed type. Here the propeller itself is really



not controlled, but instead the pilot is supplied with a



propeller control which really controls a governor. This governor in turn is mechanically linked to the engine in such a way as to sense the speed (rpm) of the engine, and in turn the governor controls the propeller as required to keep the engine turning at the selected rpm. Such systems can have various degrees of control and some of them exert far more control over the propeller than others. This results in considerable differences in operation in different aircraft and with different engines, different propellers and different governors, or combinations of these. Some combinations will hold the engine rpm at the selected level until the throttle is pulled back almost to engine idle position whereas



others will not hold rpm up to selected levels if the throt-



tle (manifold pressure) is reduced to any great degree. These effects are, of course, quite confusing to a pilot who has always heard the engine rpm drop the moment he reduces the throttle, and it is somewhat confusing to some pilots experiencing the operation of constant speed propellers to pull the throttle back almost to the physical position required for engine idling and still hear the engine turning at cruise rpm (as is of course still being indicated on the tachometer). We will not attempt to make this a lesson on the



operation of a controllable propeller, but suffice it to



say that with a little instruction anyone can quickly be shown the various ways a controllable propeller



can be used to increase climb speed, cruise speed, im-



prove takeoff and improve fuel economy. In general most installations are set up so that the propeller control (really the propeller governor control) is merely pushed full forward for takeoff and then throttle is advanced full forward for full available manifold pressure (which is dependent on the altitude of the airplane at



that moment). These positions are used for takeoff and



the engine and airplane manufacturers adjust things so that the engine will thus be putting out full rated power for best possible performance. Then, as the aircraft is leveled off at selected cruise altitude the manifold pressure is reduced (with the throttle) and then the



engine rpm is brought back to desired speed with the



propeller (governor) control.



However, a homebuilder who elects to install a constant speed propeller in his homebuilt lightplane for the first time usually finds that he can't just bolt on the propeller and governor, hook up the controls and be ready to go. He has to adjust the limits of movement that the push-pull control from the cockpit to the governor will permit and the rpm limits of the engine that result from these limits. He may further find that



if he is using a propeller which was set up for some other



type airplane he may have to have the internal limits



of the propeller readjusted to give the desired rpm limits of his engine installation. While all this might sound quite obvious to anyone familiar with controllable (and



constant speed) propellers, this writer has seen examples of homebuilt lightplanes in which these adjustments have not been properly made, and even instances where



the propeller controls were actually installed backward due to the builders unfamiliarity with such installations and their operation. If your homebuilt airplane project is going to be using a controllable (or constant speed) propeller installation it is our recommendation that you go out and get some dual instruction in an airplane equipped with a similar propeller installation. This will enable you to



get a good idea of what to expect once you fire up your



own plane for the first time, and also some idea of what you are going to be looking for in the way of engine rpm limits, manifold pressure gauge readings, etc. Don't be



reluctant to ask experienced pilots or mechanics about



these types of more sophisticated installations. If what they tell you doesn't sound logical, ask some other people about it, read books on the subject, and experiment with things yourself. There is much more that could be written on this subject, but remember it isn't all that complicated. The one thing to remember is that things like turbocharging, controllable propellers, and geared engines are not complicated. They are nothing new, and if they are properly built and installed they will let you get more power, better fuel economy, and improved performance from your homebuilt without prohibitive cost, or the need for excessive service and maintenance. These things will give the homebuilder better lightplanes than have ever been available in the past. They are really the only way to go if you want to greatly improve things, and most of us want to do that. Certainly they beat bigger engines, more costly engines,



more fuel consumption and less flying.



One thing we should mention here in regard to controllable propellers is the need to be sure (when you are looking for a suitable engine for your homebuilt) that the engine you buy is already equipped with the necessary provision for use of a controllable propeller and governor. Many older engines were not fitted for the use of these modern benefits although they carry the same basic engine type identification. Or if you plan to install a turbocharger on your homebuilt you must also be sure that the engine can be equipped with a controllable (or constant speed) propeller. It is not absolutely necessary to have the governor and constant speed on some controllable propeller installations, but if your proposed installation is not going to be constant speed, then you must be sure that the engine and propeller will operate together satisfactorily. Check these things



out before you buy since it can save you a lot of other-



wise difficult modifications and expensive changes. We have mentioned supercharging and turbocharging. These features are definitely the trend of the future for homebuilding. Turbochargers are merely devices which increase the air flow into the carburetor and are driven by the exhaust gases of the engine. Superchargers are mechanical air pumps which are driven by the engine (mechanically) to do the same thing. Superchargers are usually quite expensive and require considerable service and maintenance whereas turbochargers are simple devices which are widely used in trucks and commercial engine installations and are readily available. However, for our little airplane engines they should mainly be considered as devices to be used to maintain sea level pressure on the carburetor as we fly at higher altitudes thus giving us full throttle sea level power capability at altitude. SPORT AVIATION 61
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